
328 NOTES on EXPOSURE AND PREMIUM BASES

III. COVERAGE TO Ass,oREn F0-R Hrs LIABILITY FOR INJURIES 1-o
rm: GENERAL PUBLIC.

Manufacturers‘ and Contractors’. -

Owners’. Landlords’ and Tenants’.
Elevator. ' - '

.Tearos.-

Automobile. "-
Airplane.
Product.
Protective.

PF"3""‘.3’!'4".i'*E'-"’!>3’!"'
.- The injuries covered under Public Liability Insurance are those

sustained by the public while on and/or Dff.1:he_prem_i.ses from
accidents arising out of conditions for which -the assured is re.

sponslble. The hazards are peculiar ;to each of the sevaral lines of
-insurance falling under this division. With respect to one element;

underlying the hazard. however, these lines of insurance are
similar. That -element is the evaluation standard used in re-

ducing the severity of the injury to losses. In all Public lines the
monetary measure of the injuries is determined by voluntary
agreement or by court procedure. The attitude of the community
and of the legal profession is an important factor in deciding
whether there will be many requests for settlement of trivial, no-

fiability or even fraudulent cases, whether there will be voluntary
’settlements,- or whether there will be lawsuits. If thelast alterna-
tive is chosen, the jury selected from the community will determine
the money value of the injury and any liberal or conservative
viewpoint of the judges construing the law will be reflected in the
losses. The attitude of the Community. the Bar, and the Court

presumably will be redacted equally in all classifications, if ‘not in
all lines. No attempt is made to account for variations from these
sources in selecting the exposure medium. These variations in i
losses are assumed to occur by districts and are provided for by '
establishing territorial differentials wherever there is a measurable
deviation based on adequate data.

There is another factor underlying‘ the evaluation standard which
requires difierent treatment as it is not subject to terfitorifll
differentials. This factor arises out of the maximum limits im-

posed on the amount per injured and the amotmt Del‘ accident-
These exoess limits will be designated by a and E: respe2ctiV6lY- The
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lines of insurance and also the classifications within lines are

divided into a few groups according to the excess hazards. It is
assumed that within each group the aggregate losses for any classi-
fication when evaluated with a/b limits will have a. fixed relativity
to the aggregate ‘losses when evaluated under standard (5/10)
limits. No efiort is made to reflect variations due to difierent

limits in selecting the exposure medium. The ratesare quoted for
unit exposure on a standard limit evaluation basis. If other limits

are desired. the basic rate is modified by applying to the standard
limit rate the excess factor corresponding to the desired limits
which is taken from a table constructed for each group of excess

hazard. The evaluation standard including excess limits has been

eliminated in discussing premiuin basesfor these lines of insurance.

1. MANUFACTURERS’ AND CONTRAXCTORS’ PUBLIC LIABILITY
Insummcze.

The hazard in this line arises from the contact of the public

with the criticalconditions of the assur-ed’s premises and opera-

tions. The problem here is to select an exposure medium which
varies withhthecritioal and the number of the public

who. by entering and passing. are subjected to the assured's
critical conditions. Some of the exposure media that might "be

given passing consideration are: -

; 1. Number of Public Adniissions.
2. Payroll.
3. Man-Year.
4. -Area and Frontage.
5. Value of Product.

' 1. Number of Public Admissions. ,_It would be expected
that the number of injuries and their cost would vary with
the number of the public who enter or pass the premises or the

place oi operations and that therefore this number would
make a. good medium for measuring the exposure. An over-
powering objection is that there is generally no record "avail-
able and that it is quite impractical, if not impossible; to get
one.

'2. Payroll. Presumably the number of the public desiring
admission to the manu.facturer’s and contractor's ‘premises and

place of operations. within a given classification, varies with
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the size of the plants or operations as roughly measured by
the number of employees or the payroll. Payroll exposure
1'35P0I1€1S to the decrease or increase of the aggregate losses
brought on by periods of depression and prosperity in in-
dustry. It has the practical advantage of being based upon
long established records necessary for other purposes, so that

it may be readily obtained and checked. The use of payroll
records adds to efliciency for, as many risks are insured for

and ‘Public "Liability by" the- same carrier, the
sarue audit may be used for each of these lines;

3. Man-Year. A man-.yea.r exposure.11as.the same merits
that have just been ascribed to payroll as regards responsive.
ness to the variation in losses. It is not as practical as payrolls
for it is necessary to establish a special record for measuring
this exposure. Under present conditions at least this Special
record could not he used for determining Compensation
exposure.

4. Area and Frontage. An area and frontage mediom._
area of assured's premises and length of premises adjoining
public ways-—might be used for measuring exposure in Mano.
facturers' Public Liability Insurance. It would be expected
that the number of employees, the payroll, and the size "(area
and frontage) of the plant would vary in about the same ratio.

The area and frontage medium would not respond to varia-

tions due to depressions and prosperity. This medium_ ‘is

practical in application as the exposure of manufacturing-_
plants on this basis could be accurately determined "with-
reesonsble efiort. It would not serve the dual p'ur_p'e_sejo£ _ _—
measuring Compensation exposure at the same time.

The area and frontage basis is poorly adapted to measuring
exposure for Contractors’ Public Liability Insurance. Area
and frontage exposure does not vary and it is fitted to measure
only exposures which are continuous and constant. The
exposure for a. location under Contractors’ Public Liability is

variable. It begins below average, increases to above average.
and then decreases. often tapering off to almost zero.

5. Value‘-o_f.Prur1uct. ‘As the value of the product of a
given  g establishment reflects the activity" it
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seems not unreasonable to expect that this product value

¥ might serve as a medium for measuring Public Liability
hazard. This exposure medium, as already stated under

.- Compensation, would require some rearrangement of classi-

'l; I fications, it‘ would vary with the total losses under industrial

- ; depressions and prosperity, and it could be obtained readilyfrom available records and checked. -

i For Contractors’ Public Liability the equivalent of the
' value-of-product exposure medium would be the amount of

the contract. Within each classification this may be expected

1 to vary roughly with the payroll or with the man-year ex-
- posure. A rearrangement of classifications, taking into con-

sideration the extent to which the cost of material is included

in the contract. would be required. Exposure measured"
through this medium could be: readily obtained from avail—'
able records and checked. '

2. OWNERS’, L.mm.oRDs’ AND TnNi_iNrs' PUBLIC LIABILITY
INSURANCE.

‘ Owners’. Landlords’ and Tenants’ Public Liability Insumnce

is the term used for public liability insurance on assured's
premises, other than Manufacturers’ and Contractors‘; and
Elevator Public Liability Insurance. As in Manufacturers’

‘fand Contractors’ Insurance the hazard arises out of the
contact of the public with the critical conditions of the
premises. Presumably the classifications have been refined -
so that critical conditions are similar and uniform within the

classification. The variations in conditions from classification

to classification are so large, however, that no one exposure
medium is adapted to all. The exposure media that will be
considered are: '

Arm-.and Frontage.

_Num’_her of Admissions.
Receipts. Admission Charges.
Seat-Year.
Sales.
Rentals.

Payroll.
Unit-Year.

9°:'*‘E3°F‘t""?’.‘°£"
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1. Area and Frontage. This is a dual basis of premium to
account -separately for the hazard which may be associated
with the area of the premises and that which is related to the

frontage. along public ways. If the nature of the premises
is such that there is- no frontage, then the hazard them is we
and the_'dual exposure becomes a single exposui-e'baged on
area alone. Presumably the accidents vary with the m.it5ca1 '
conditions and the number of the public coming in contact
with them. Within the same classification the accidents
probably vary somewhat directly with the inner area and the

linear frontage on public ways. On this assumption. area and
frontage exposure may be considered to vary dimcay with the
hazard. This exposure medium is better adapted far hazards
that are continuous and uniform, or, if varying by geaggnsl
that average about the same from year to year. It is applied
to classifications covering buildings of all kinds. signboards,
country estates. cemeteries, etc.. where there is lime variation

in critical conditions or in the number of people exposed year
after year. The impossibility of concealing exposure can this ..._
basis and the facility with which it may be accurately de- ._ ".

¢ termined give it an important practical advantage. .. 7" '

2. Number of Public Admissions. The hazard due to the

number of the public subjected to the conditions of the" .
v _ .. ._l.4

assured's premises varies directly with the number _ .__.}-Ieégl
I L to the premises. Considered from this viewpoin_t_ ' -"_-_':_‘§l'l3i

is a better measure of the exposure than area. It cloesnot

account directly for any outside frontage hazard and is.a;dapt-
able only where the frontage hazard is negligible or hearse
fixed ratio to the area hazard within the classification. It is re» .

s-pensive to changes in hazard due to depressions-and periods v
of prosperity. '

The number of admissions can be secured in a practical way

in only a few classifications. At present this basis is used only
for baseball parks. It might be used in amusement parks,
theatres, concert halls. bathing pavilions, restaurants. skating

rinks. dance‘ halls, and public museums with turnstiles or
admission charges.

3. Receipts, Admission Charges. The receipts vary with
the number of admissions and thus with the hazard. Like the
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